Invitation to the 91st Chapter Meeting

We are pleased to announce that the forthcoming Chapter Meeting will be held as follows. Those who are interested in attending this meeting are asked to send an e-mail registration at JFES-Newsletter@slb.com no later than July 10, 2015.

Date & Time: Monday, July 13, 2015, 15:30 – 17:30

Venue: JAMSTEC (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology)
Hibiya Central Building  （日比谷セントラルビル）
SIP連絡室，8th Floor
* The venue for this chapter meeting is not at JAMSTEC Tokyo Office in Fukokuseimei Bld., so please be careful.
* For entering building, pre-registration will not be checked.
1-2-9 Nishi Shimbashi Minato-Ku, Tokyo, 105-0003 Japan
TEL: 03-5532-7300

Program:

First talk: Well logging for science drilling at D/V Chikyu
「ちきゅう」における科学掘削の検層
Presenter: Yoshinori Sanada/真田佳典 (JAMSTEC CDEX)

Second talk: Data integration: Challenges of R&D Center for Ocean Drilling Science (ODS)
海洋掘削科学センターが狙う地下データ統合
Presenter: Yasuhiro Yamada/山田泰広（JAMSTEC ODS）

18:00 - Icebreaker (1,000 yen)
*Place will be different from the Chapter Meeting room. To be announced separately.
1-2-9 Nishi Shimbashi Minato-Ku, Tokyo, 105-0003 Japan

(access)

Right on the left from Exit A8 or 1 min walk from Exit A4 of Uchisaiwaicho Station on Toei Mita Line.
5 min walk from Hibiya Exit of Shimbashi Station on JR Line, Tokyo Metro Ginza Line, Toei Asakusa Line and Yurikamome Line.
5 min walk from Exit C3 of Kasumigaseki Station on Tokyo Metro Marunouchi Line, Hibiya Line and Chiyoda Line. 7 min walk from Exit 9 of Toranomon Station on Tokyo Metro Ginza Line.

都営三田線内幸町駅 A8 番出口（エレベータ出口）より出て左手すぐ、または A4 番出口より徒歩 1 分
JR 線、東京メトロ銀座線、都営淺草線、ゆりかもめ線、新橋駅日比谷出口より徒歩 5 分
東京メトロ丸ノ内線、日比谷線、千代田線、霞ヶ関駅 C3 出口より徒歩 5 分
東京メトロ銀座線虎ノ門駅 9 番出口より徒歩 7 分